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Application Deadline: August 1, 2020
Virtual Anthropological Seminars
Wenner-Gren Foundation
Application Deadline: Rolling
Journalism Projects Covering Climate, Conservation and Environmental Health in North
Society of Environmental Journalists
Application Deadline: August 1, 2020
Letter of Intent Deadline: June 15, 2020
If you are interested in applying for this opportunity, please contact
Research Grants
Opportunities for Promoting Understanding through Synthesis (OPUS)
National Science Foundation
Application Deadline: July 13, 2020
National Science Foundation/Amazon
with Humans Required)
Independent Scientist Award (Parent K02 – Independent Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
National Institutes of Health
Humanities Collections and Reference Resources Program
Application Deadline: June 12, 2020, 5 pm ET
Quantum Information Science Research for Fusion Energy Sciences
Department of Energy
Diversity and Inclusiveness Funding
American Philosophical Association
Application Deadline: May 20, 2020, 11:59 EST
Grant Program – Articles, Books, Short Form Writing
Art Writers
Featured External Grants
Drue Heinz Literature Prize
University of Pittsburgh Press
Application Deadline: June 30, 2020
SciLifeLab Prize for Young Scientists
Application Deadline: May 15, 2020
Violet and Cyril Franks Scholarship for graduate students
Internal Deadline: June 5, 2020
Internal Deadline: August 13, 2020
Internal Deadline: July 10, 2020
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The National Science Foundation's Directorate for Biological Sciences seeks to highlight
registration
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With this email, Research Development Services has launched a new and improved
Funding Opportunities Newsletter, which will now come weekly to your UO email
address. This version of the newsletter organizes grant opportunities under new
headers: Internal Grants, Limited/Internally Coordinated Submissions, and Featured
External Grant Opportunities. It also retains headers for Announcements and Honors &
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